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Abstract Hhyperbolic system theorem is well understood chaos theory. The free motion (i.e. no friction and no
potential) of the triple linkage of Hunt - MacKay was proved to be an Anosov system, a special case of Axiom A
systems. In this paper, we derive the equation of free motion under constraints in a class of spider linkage, which
includes the triple linkage, and we propose a method to calculate lyapunov exponent of a constraint system or
conservative system. We comfirm the equations of motion is numerically analyzed to yield periodic and chaotic
dynamics. In addition, we quantitatively estimate chaotic property of the system by calculating the Lyapunov
exponent.
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Θ = t(θ1 φ1 · · · θn φn), Λ = t(λ1 ω1 · · · λn−1 ωn−1),
c = t(c1 · · · cn), p = t(p1 q1 · · · pn−1 qn−1),
Ai =
(
(μ1 + 2μ2 + μ3)k (μ1 + μ2) cos Δθi
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pi = k cos θiθ˙2i + cos φiφ˙2i − k cos θi+1θ˙2i+1 − cos φi+1φ˙2i+1,
qi = k sin θiθ˙2i + sin φiφ˙2i − k sin θi+1θ˙2i+1 − sin φi+1φ˙2i+1
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